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 As you can tell by now, those of you who have printed orders of 

service, the sermon topic has changed from what was posted in our 

newsletter. I’ve been very much affected by the news of this past week, as I 

know most of us here have been as well.  I’m not going to talk about gun 

control, or terrorism again; but I’m not sure we’re going to get to Peter Pan 

today either as promised by our newsletter. As we come up to the 

anniversary of the Sandy Hook school shooting as well, I’m seeing more and 

more about memorial services out of congregational newsletters and social 

media, and keeping the memories of loved ones fresh in our minds. I’m also 

very mindful of late of the increased risks to folk in the military or all first 

responders these days back at home in the States. As we begin our festive 

approach to Hannukah and Christmas and New Years, in spite of all the 

horrors of the world, I yearn for a sort of Memorial Day in December, and 

don’t want to wait till May. One more chance to say, we get it, we haven’t 

forgotten, before we head off to our well-earned parties. So today, I’d like to 

share you a story about my Dad, and maybe a bit about childhood. 

 I grew up in a working class household with a Dad who had the good 

fortune of enlisting in the Navy between the time that the Korean War ended 

and before the time when the Vietnam War started. Unlike some of my 

friends, because of this good fortune, I both had my Dad still with me to 

watch me grow up, and my Dad was mentally whole and in one piece. It was 

a blessing and a gift that I never truly appreciated. There were times as a kid 

that I intellectually understood that war could have made things different, 

but the emotional risks and realities of this never really dawned on me. Even 

now, the emotional side of wartime loss - is one step removed. And for all 

the chaos that we’re hearing about in the news about homegrown violence, 

unless we have family or friends serving or affected, it might be harder to 
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wrap our heads – really – about the reality of it all. 

My Dad chose to serve, and my Dad happens to still be in my life. 

The same is true for both of my parents in-law as well, who served in the Air 

Force. We can say the same about so many first responders, but 

unfortunately not for all. Conventionally, the national holiday of Memorial 

Day we observe in May, asks us to remember those who have served and 

those whom we have lost from serving. That wasn’t my reality growing up. 

So most often, I would lean toward “Happy” Memorial Day rather than 

“Reflective” or maybe “Somber.” So as we travel through a national time of 

anniversaries of tragedies, and vigils for new horrors, maybe - we can sit a 

little longer in that time of reflection and humility. 

Maybe there’s a way in which Hanukkah, as we approach it this night, 

can speak to this wintertime need, in the midst of uncertainty and grief. I 

grew up singing songs about dreidels, thinking about how my friends got 7 

nights of presents, and a little later laughing with Jewish comedians making 

hysterical songs lifting up the Jewish holiday in the eyes of more people. But 

there’s another side to Hanukkah that we often don’t focus on - at least not 

publicly….Remembering hope and possibility in the midst of chaos and war. 

Whether you celebrate Hanukah in your home or not, maybe we can light 

some candles in its honor this week, and in honor of all those lives we need 

to remember in the times like these we live in. 

Until I was almost an adult, I had known the death of only one 

extended family member – and that to cancer. In recent years, that has 

drastically changed, with all of us having lost many friends in this 

Fellowship, and me having lost two friends my own age,in just the past 4 

months. I’m thinking of this today, because I’m trying to make sense of the 

type of holiday we often don’t allow ourselves to celebrate in this season of 
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festive joy – at a time when we clearly need it. 

 Memory is important. Community is important in holding memory. 

Hope is important as we hold memory. 

Hanukah in its deep tradition of holding memory, can be stripped of 

meaning in our Saran-wrapped, boxed-lunch life. Hanukah reminds us that 

others have sacrificed before us for purpose, and we benefit from who and 

what came before. I’m disappointed when the Winter Holidays turn into a 

simple celebration of toys and gifts, rather than being a time of gratitude for 

being able to celebrate, if you feel you can still celebrate. We all don’t feel 

we can celebrate every year. 

My changed sermon topic this week is entitled “Community, 

Memory, Hope.” I could have swapped the words around to begin, as this 

sermon does, with memory. But the title reflects the reality that each of us 

begins in community. For those of us who have moved (or are moving 

toward) membership in our congregation, we are in a way, translating 

isolation or separateness, into solidarity and inclusion. We begin as members 

of something broader, something bigger than ourselves alone. The first step 

in the religious path is recognizing the simple truth that there is more to this 

immense universe than ourselves alone. The classic wisdom still holds true – 

It’s not about us. Well, to be fair, it’s not about us alone. It is about us – 

together. The religious journey begins and ends with the realization that we 

travel this world for a time, part of a wide and diverse band of souls. When 

we pause to commit ourselves to a broader purpose, we reunite our soul into 

the collective spiritual enterprise. The old school religious humanists would 

say (to paraphrase) that in seeking community we seek to transcend our 

individual egos and thereby nurture that which is greater than our aloneness. 

The theists among us remember that God loves all people; that we’re all 
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children of God; and that as part of God’s family we should seek to relate as 

a family – as an ideal – even knowing we can never achieve that fully; but 

the striving for connection despite our failures – matters deeply. 

Whether we’re learning to place the whole ahead of our temporal 

wants, or we’re seeking to reconnect with our human family, this 

congregation welcomes us all. It is from this centered place that we can 

achieve new life; heal the corners of the world we live in; and come to know 

ourselves more deeply. The religious journey beings with community. We 

are not a religious tradition of solitaries, despite what the Transcendentalists 

might have tried to convince you. Emerson, Thoreau, Fuller and the whole 

cadre of Unitarian theologians and philosophers were all meeting with one 

another regularly to share their thoughts and insights. They were not ascetics 

living in the woods. Walden Pond was written with the benefit of the 

occasional sandwich sent by Mom. From community we can head out into 

the hidden places and learn the secrets right before our eyes, but we don’t 

start or end there. 

I recall the words of one former congregant at another congregation, 

“A community is a group where your contributions are never so carefully 

recorded as your gains from membership.” In times of chaos like these, 

being in community is more important than anything we do. I believe that in 

our consumer-driven culture, it’s rather natural for us to “buy-into” the 

practice of asking ‘what do we get by being a member of this religious 

community?’ What are we purchasing with our pledges to this congregation 

or paying for with our taxes to our country? There’s sometimes a tendency 

to track how many things we’ve volunteered to do for the community – 

forgetting that most of the people around us have likewise given much of 

themselves to bring this congregation to this next high point in its life. 
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Because the truth is – so many people – over so many decades – have given 

so much freely to get us to where we are in this moment. It’s not about us, or 

what extra-special service we’ve performed as members. Those things are 

important, but if we get caught up into thinking they’re the center, we lose 

the message of that first religious step. The one where the religious 

humanists remind us that the practice of community is helping to transcend 

our individual egos; whether that’s in thinking we’re so great, or that it’s all 

about us, or that we’re only worthy if we do this next thing. Well, we are all 

pretty great, but we’re all that way– not some of us. Anyone that’s ever been 

to any congregational meeting and listened to an extended debate knows it’s 

not about any one person there. And if your acts of service to our community 

are grounded in the thought that you’re only worthy by doing so, know that 

you have nothing to prove to any of us. Service can be done out of love, but 

it should not be done for the hope of love– we all already have it. 

The trap is both/and. It’s a trap to get fixated on scoring what you’ve 

given or what you’ve done. It’s also a trap thinking that you’re only worthy 

if you do and do and do. When we are in the midst of grief – and even if we 

shut out the news of the world, this community continues to grieve so many 

lost friends and family – we won’t find solace in doing. But we will find 

peace in giving part of ourselves to community. It’s not about how much we 

give; but rather that we give. It’s remembering that in community we have to 

be willing to serve as well as being willing to be served. For some 

congregations this last phrase is their mission statement – We begin our own 

mission statement recognizing being in community is where we heal and 

grow and nurture. 

I believe, it’s not really helpful to think in terms of counting deeds, 

but rather being aware of how much more we can be in light of our 
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community. When we’re isolated, or driven primarily by the small e-ego, 

then we’re as small as that. When we’re committed to the ideals of a 

community of people, a religious gathering centered on faith, hope and love, 

then we’re as large as that. And in times of difficulty, seeking to be as large 

as faith, hope and love, is key to healing our hearts and souls. Being part of a 

community, being a member, means giving of ourselves so that we 

broadened our impact and scope to the width and breadth of our collective 

vision and dream. We remain ourselves, but we begin to point to the horizon 

of our shared dreams. It’s in this act of pointing that we mark the trajectory 

of hope. Coming together, we become more ourselves, more human.   

 Remembering where we come from; being grateful for the efforts, 

sacrifices and energy of those a part of us; we craft a way forward grounded 

in hope; predicated on the possibility that the whole is no less than the sum 

of its parts and likely much greater than those parts alone. I wish us all a 

reflective Hanukkah, and hope we can celebrate and we can remember. 

Together, from that place, may we find a place of happiness as well; because 

so many have given so much to get us to where we are this day. 


